How a place named
“slow dog” became
known for its smarts.

Compiled by the Metuchen
Historic Preservation Committee
Tyreen A. Reuter, Chair

he earliest known record explaining the meaning behind
the name “Metuchen” is a 1720 letter stating that
“MeTochen is called from ye name of ye chief of this place
and meanth ‘slowe-dog’ for that chief is lame and goeth slowly.”
However, this tiny borough in Middlesex County also has a more
cultured name than “slow dog”; the Brainy Borough.

T
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Included in the
booklet are:
Mills Alden
Charles Volkmar
F. Marmaduke Potter
Gustav Lindenthal
Walter Williams
S.S. Carvalho
Mary Wilkins Freeman
William D. Stevens
Reverend J.G. Mason
A. Clark Hunt
George S. Silzer
“The McCulloughs”
C. McKnight Smith
William Dinwiddie
William W. Crehore
Charles S. Edgar
Lewis Nixon
Frank O. Thompson
Aylin Pierson
John Duffy

In June 2015, Metuchen’s Historic Preservation Committee
published a booklet about how the borough acquired the
nickname and copies were printed using grant funding from the
Middlesex County Cultural and Heritage Commission. Much of
the information in the booklet had been gathered in previous
grant funded projects that studied Metuchen’s history and
historic neighborhoods to evaluate the potential for one or more
historic districts. Local historians were aware of the
1914–1915 newspaper “battle” between Metuchen and Glen
Ridge as to which town deserved the title; however, there were
no extant copies of the Metuchen Recorder newspaper that
over the extended period of the battle carried each town’s
submissions of prominent residents who would warrant their
hometown being considered “brainy.” However, much of
Metuchen’s reporting on the subject was also reprinted in
Bloomfield’s Independent Press, available at the Bloomfield
Public Library.
The content in the booklet was taken primarily from these
news articles, not only because they are extremely informative
about the individuals, but also because the entertaining style of
writing is so indicative of the time period. Images from the files
of the Metuchen-Edison Historical Society were added
throughout the text and additional “brains” not mentioned or
post-dating the contest were included in a separate section.
And, since the Metuchen Recorder stated in 1910 that the
“honor we enjoy of being known as ‘the brainy borough’ is
principally due to the brilliant women who adorn our
community,” there is also a section on local women who were
not part of the official “battle.” The booklet also contains the
entirety of the April 25, 1915, the New York Press Sunday
Morning full-page feature on the contest.
Included here are the initial, explanatory chapters as well as
profiles from some of the twenty individuals presented as
contestants.
The Historic Preservation Committee encourages you to
read the entire publication—copies of the booklet are available
at the Metuchen Public Library and electronically on the
Borough of Metuchen’s website at www.metuchennj.org.
ORIGINS OF THE NICKNAME
The Borough of Metuchen was established as a municipality
in 1900, although it had been developed as a village much
earlier. While some of the 18th century infrastructure remains,
Metuchen in general reflects the turn-of-the-century suburban
development that resulted from the development of the railroad
in the 1830s and, later, the advent of the automobile.
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The Metuchen Library

The railroad brought significant commercial development
followed by residential growth. The 1876 Fulton Plan of
Metuchen shows a burgeoning community crossed by two
active railroad lines. At the end of the 19th century, there
were 26 passenger trains to New York daily: 18 on the
Pennsylvania Railroad and 8 on the Lehigh Valley. Almost
one quarter of Metuchen’s residents commuted on the
morning train.
The borough’s easy accessibility to urban centers like
Newark and Jersey City, fine homes and bucolic setting
made it attractive to New York bankers and engineers,
newspapermen, authors, editors, illustrators, and artists. An
1898 brochure called “Why Metuchen is a Desirable Home”
stated that Metuchen was attractive “...to those desiring a
home, a dwelling place, among worthy and cultivated
people...Display is ridiculed; equality is the rule; and
the exclusiveness is directed against bad manners and
bad morals.”
While its reputation as a cerebral community later became
based on its intellectual luminaries, the numerous cultural and
literary societies equally gave a foundation for Metuchen’s
reputation. In 1879, the Young Men’s Literary Society was
established. Mrs. Hester M. Poole, a poet, feminist and literary
critic, founded the Quiet Hour in 1895 to discuss literature,
social matters and feminism. The Metuchen Book Club was
formed in 1879 and the public library in 1885 (first library
building pictured above). In 1888, the Delphic Dramatic
Association was established. Added to these were the
Chautauqua Literary Circle and the Grosvenor’s Club,
both active groups at the end of the 19th century. In addition to
the literary societies, there were civic organizations such
as the Borough Improvement League and numerous
fraternal organizations.
It was soon after the turn of the century that Metuchen
started to be referred to as the Brainy Borough in the local
papers. Although there may be even earlier references, the
name was in use as early as 1908, as evidenced by a November
6 article in The Daily Home News, whose headline declared,
“For Brains You Cannot Beat Metuchen.” Cataloging “the
Geniuses, Particularly the Literary and Journalistic Kind, [who]
Flourish in the Pretty Town,” and seeing fit to remark on the
presence of “Lots of Clever Women, Too,” the writer lists more
than two dozen of Metuchen’s luminaries, nearly half of them
female artists and writers.
The “Brainy Borough” is the name by which Metuchen is
rapidly becoming famed throughout the entire state and
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while the fact that it is the center of intellectuality and
culture is well known, few realize how extensive is that
personnel of that justly renowned aesthetic colony just
across the Raritan.
Sojourners in Metuchen have frequently
remarked the universal atmosphere of sociability
and lack of snobbishness in the borough and that
the social life of the community is all that it should
be under conditions so propitious is
well known.
Many members of the colony, while their
names are familiar to those in touch with literary,
artistic, and musical activity, enjoy only the modest
competence that too often is the reward of the
toiler in these pursuits, but fortunately wealth cuts
small figure in the life of the borough and one is
taken at his own worth.
All that is required is that one observe the
customs of refined society and contribute to the
general welfare and entertainment of the colony.
The Daily Home News, November 6, 1908.
Although the name of the article’s author is not
provided, it may have been Truman T. Pierson, a
self-described freelance newspaper correspondent
writing for “all papers of New York, Philadelphia,
Newark, Perth Amboy, Plainfield, New Brunswick.”
A Metuchen resident with many hats, this
entrepreneurial jack-of-all-trades also dabbled in real estate
and insurance, managed the Metuchen Gas Light Company,
served as the Metuchen postmaster, and was vice president of
both the state and national postmasters’ associations. He later
claimed to have been the first to give the moniker “Brainy
Borough” to Metuchen. As a journalist, however, Pierson may
not have been completely unbiased, as he was the son of the
architect John Noble Pierson and the older brother of Aylin
Pierson, one of the luminaries listed in the article.
The following year, the New Brunswick Times noted that
there was some dispute over who should get the credit for
the nickname.
Who discovered the “brainy borough” of Metuchen? A local
paper is patting itself on the back occasionally and boasting
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that it first gave the entertaining information to an anxious
world that Metuchen sheltered a remarkable gathering of
brainy men and women. But a show down will prove that it
is wrong again. It was the Times which first published the
“brainy borough” story. The story excited considerable
interest throughout the state and got into a Newark paper.
Our local contemporary copies the article as it appeared in
the Newark paper and then modestly poses as a discoverer.
New Brunswick Times, November 24, 1909.
The “local paper” mentioned is likely the Metuchen Recorder,
in which articles about Metuchen’s cerebral assets regularly
appeared. In 1910, the paper noted that the “honor we enjoy of
being known as ‘the brainy borough’ is principally due to the
brilliant women who adorn our community.”
Regardless of who should receive credit, the name was in
common use in the early 1910s, when, according to records in
the Metuchen-Edison Historical Society’s archives, the editors
of both the Metuchen Recorder and the Independent Press met
on a commuter train. The two began a lively discussion as
to which borough, Metuchen or Glen Ridge, was in fact the
brainier of the two municipalities and this conversation led into
the “Battle of the Brainiest Borough.”
THE “BATTLE” WITH GLEN RIDGE
On March 3, 1914, the Independent Press of Bloomfield, New
Jersey issued its written
challenge to Metuchen to
compete against Glen Ridge in
order to prove which borough
had
the
most
“mental
celebrities” and could thus call
itself “The Brainiest Borough.”
According to this first article,
Metuchen had given itself the
title of “Brainy Borough” when
the nationally known novelist
Mary Wilkins Freeman had
moved to Metuchen several
years earlier.
In order to prove that Glen
Ridge went beyond brainy to the brainiest, the Independent Press
challenged the Metuchen Recorder to each week deliver the name
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and highlights of one of its mental celebrities. This would be
countered by Glen Ridge during the following week, and whichever
community ran dry of names first would be the loser.
As printed in the March 20, 1914 edition of The Independent
Press, Metuchen accepted the challenge to “engage in combat
journalistique”:

Over the course of the next couple of months, the witty
bantering back and forth continued with Metuchen introducing
a name and Glen Ridge responding.
It was during the summer of 1914 that the Great War, World
War I, began in Europe. In the August 7, 1914 edition, under the
headline “Battle of Brains Rages,” The Independent wrote that
now that “the European war occupies the center ring, and even
the entire main tent, the Metuchen-Glen Ridge controversy will
prove but a side show . . . but in the side tent it will certainly
continue to rage just as hotly until the Metuchen Recorder runs
out of ammunition and raises the white flag.” The tongue-incheek war references continued in the ensuing months.
At times it appears that each side took breaks from this good
natured combat to attend to more important business, but the
battle clearly continued on. The battle even drew attention from
larger urban newspapers, and on April 25, 1915, the New York
Press Sunday Morning printed a full-page feature on the contest.
The entirety of this article is reprinted at the end of this booklet.
In July of 1915, after Metuchen had put forth its eighteenth
name, there was a delay in response from Glen Ridge.
Metuchen “promised our Glen Ridge friends that if they could
stay in the contest long enough, we would name all the 57
varieties of brains which combine to make Metuchen the
brainiest borough in New Jersey,” but sensing its opponent to
be out of ammunition, now declared victory.
We believe that the time is now ripe; that the decision is now
proper, and the occasion now demands that we, the
Metuchen ‘Recorder,’ in championing the cause of our
borough, announce Metuchen, New Jersey to be the rightful
and proven bearer of the title, ‘The brainiest borough,’ by
virtue of the fact that, while still bountifully supplied with
ammunition for continuing this struggle and we stand ready
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to attack, no vestige of life, nor sign of hostility, is further
heard from opposing forces.
Independent Press and Bloomfield Citizen, August 13, 1915.
Glen Ridge fired back immediately with some of the least
civil wordplay of the entire contest and insisted it was still “very
much in the fight and full of confidence.” It then pronounced its
eighteenth name and asked for Metuchen’s nineteenth.
This volleying of names continued into the fall of 1915,
nearly two years after it had initially begun. On November 5,
1915, Glen Ridge declared that Metuchen was “Hugging the
Beam” and had rounded out its first score of nominations in the
Brainiest Borough contest, and it put forth its twentieth as well.
The following pages feature the twenty candidates that
Metuchen presented to Glen Ridge.
The November 1915 entry is the last one found for the battle
in the Independent Press and Bloomfield Citizen, and as
mentioned in the introduction, there are no extant copies of the
Metuchen Recorder which could provide additional details.
There may have been an official declaration of victory or defeat,
but that has not been located. However, Metuchen remains to
this day the Brainy Borough, with its post office and postal
mark, and in the years following this “battle” the nickname was
widely used in the press to describe Metuchen, but not Glen
Ridge. So, perhaps Metuchen decided it was best, with all of the
real and very brutal combat at the time, to declare victory
quietly and assume the title graciously.
HENRY MILLS ALDEN
The first name put forth by Metuchen was Henry Mills Alden
(1836–1919). A long-time resident and vestryman at St. Luke’s
Episcopal Church, Alden served as the managing editor of
Harper’s Weekly for 50 years and was often referred to as the
“Dean of American Magazine Writers.” It was through him that
figures such as Mark Twain, William Dean Howells, Helen Keller,
Ogden Nash, and Joseph Pulitzer visited Metuchen. Others
made a more permanent connection to the borough as well;
Poet Joyce Kilmer married Alden’s stepdaughter, and the writer
Mary Wilkins met and married Dr. Freeman here. (As mentioned
below, “the lady” refers to Mary Wilkins Freeman.)
By reason of learning, character and prominence, as well
as by years of life and length of residence in Metuchen, we
head our list with the name of Henry M. Alden. The veteran
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editor of “Harper’s Magazine” has filled that conspicuous
position for many years with great distinction during which
long period he has not only been the friend and associate of
the leaders of American literature, but as the author of much
that made “Harper’s” dear to the lives of thinking readers
and by his other literary works, has contributed largely to
the mental and spiritual growth of his time.
To his discovery and introduction through “Harper’s
Magazine,” many writers of talent (including the lady*
mentioned by the “Independent Press”) owe their first
opportunity and continued encouragement in winning
their laurels.
Mr. Alden selected Metuchen for his home nearly two
score years ago, since which time his elevating influence and
genial personality has been a valued asset in the community.
Now nearing four score years of useful life, his public career
is honored by all and enhanced to us by civic pride and
personal [e]steem.
Independent Press, March 20, 1914.
GUSTAV LINDENTHAL
For Metuchen’s fourth, the Recorder put aside the cultural
arts and education and presented an engineer, Gustav
Lindenthal (1850–1935). The International Bridge Conference
annually awards a “Gustav Lindenthal Medal” for bridge
engineering in his honor. Pictured on the following page is a
1917 photograph of the Hell Gate Bridge over New York’s East
River (on file at the Library of Congress).
We now present the name of one of our most
distinguished citizens, who has not climbed the Andes
Mountains in an automobile, but who has reached the
summit of fame in his profession—Gustav Lindenthal—who
resides with his wife and daughter at “The Lindens,” which
is one of Metuchen’s beautiful homes. He was born in
Austria in 1850, studied at colleges at Brunn and Vienna
from 1864 to 1870, and was employed in surveys and
construction of railroads and bridges in Austria and
Switzerland until 1874, when he came to America.
From 1874 to 1877 he was engineer at Philadelphia
Centennial Exposition, thereafter consulting engineer in
construction of Western railroads with main office at
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Pittsburgh until he moved to New York City in 1892.
He is originator, chief engineer and architect of a
proposed bridge over the North River with a single span of
3,100 feet.
He was Commissioner of Bridges for the City of New
York in 1902 and 1903, during which time he completed the
construction of the Williamsburg Bridge and made the plans
for the Blackwell’s Island and Manhattan bridges.
He was a member of a board of six consulting engineers
who planned the tunnels and terminals of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, under the North and East Rivers and in New York
City. He is now building the Hell Gate Bridge for the New
York Connecting Railroad, which, when completed, will be
the boldest and longest steel bridge in the world.
He is president of the North River Bridge Co., member of
the British Institute of Civil Engineers, Canadian Society of
Civil Engineers, and of Verein Deutscher Maschinen
Ingenteure in Berlin. He is also a notable contributor of
papers and essays on engineering subjects to scientific
journals and engineering societies.
Independent Press, May 1, 1914.
MARY WILKINS FREEMAN
Mary Eleanor Wilkins Freeman (1852–1930) was a
nationally renowned and prolific author who famously
socialized with Mark Twain and other literati of her
day. She moved to Metuchen in 1902 upon her
marriage to Dr. Charles Freeman, whom she had met
here in 1895 while visiting Henry Mills Alden.
The couple first lived at 207 Lake Avenue (see
above), an older house which was extensively
renovated for them. They were married in the front
parlor on New Year’s Day, 1902. They later built and
resided at 159 Lake Avenue (this house was
destroyed by fire). Her 1905 book, The Debtor,
caused a local scandal when it was revealed to have
been based on Metuchen’s social life.
According to her obituary in The New York Times,
she worked for many years during her youth as
secretary to Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. and, along
with Edith Wharton, was one of the first two women elected to
the National Institute of Arts & Sciences in 1926. She was also
elected to the American Academy of Letters, whose bronze
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doors in New York City still carry the inscription “Dedicated to
the Memory of Mary E. Wilkins Freeman and the Women
Writers of America.”

Wilkins Freeman, seated in the
foreground, at Mark Twain’s 70th
birthday celebration at
Delmonico’s in New York City in
1905. Seated to her right is
Henry Mills Alden.

When the genial editor of The Metuchen Recorder
composed his latest nominating speech in the brainiest
borough controversy, he must have had banging on his
sanctum wall either the motto “brevity is the soul of wit” or
“short but sweet.” For his effort added only these original
remarks to the literature of said controversy:
“Our breezy contemporary, The Independent Press, came
forward again last week with another candidate to represent
their ambitious claim as a rival borough of brains” in the
following words {Here was inserted our article on Mr.
Fearons}.
Then The Recorder continued, “Dear Glen Ridge, it has
taken so much of our valuable space to reproduce the life
story of Mr. Fearons [Glen Ridge’s last candidate] that we’re
glad to take this opportunity to add to our list one of our
many brainy citizens who is so well known even in Glen
Ridge that we only have to publish the name: Mary Wilkins
Freeman.
Independent Press, July 10, 1914
LEWIS NIXON
Naval architect and shipbuilder Lewis Nixon (1861–1940)
worked in his field for fifty years and was considered a national
authority on shipyard management. He and his wife, Sally, also
kept an apartment in New York City, in the McKim, Mead &
White designed building at 998 Fifth Avenue, the first superluxury apartment house and home to Vanderbilts and
Guggenheims. An interesting side note is that his grandson,
Lewis Nixon III, was featured prominently in the miniseries
Band of Brothers about the Second World War.
Metuchen has among her brainy citizens another man of
world-wide fame, Lewis Nixon. Born at Leesburg, Va., he
received his early education there, graduated from the
United States Naval Academy at the head of his class, and
was sent to the Royal Naval College at Greenwich, Eng., by
the Navy Department.
In 1884 he was transferred to the construction corps of
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the Navy. In 1890 he designed the battleships Oregon,
Indiana and Massachusetts, and then resigned from the Navy
to become superintending constructor of Cramp’s Shipyard
at Philadelphia.
In 1895 he resigned and started the Crescent shipyard at
Elizabeth, N.J. on his own account, where he built one
hundred vessels in six years, among others, the submarine
torpedoboat Holland, the monitor Florida, the torpedoboat
O’Brien and the cruiser Chattanooga.
Mr. Nixon is president of the Standard Motor
Construction Co., and proprietor of the Lewis Nixon
Shipyard. He was appointed by Mayor Van Wyck of New
York as president of the East River Bridge Committee, and is
a trustee of the Webb’s Academy and Home for shipbuilders.
Mr. Nixon was a Tammany Hall Democrat and succeeded
Richard Croker as the leader of Tammany Hall; he was also
chairman of the finance committee of the Democratic
National Committee in 1894; member of the New York State
Commission to the St. Louis Exposition; member of the
Board of Visitors to the U.S. Naval Academy in 1902, by
appointment of President Roosevelt.
Mr. Nixon has been received in special audiences by the
King of England, the Pope, and Emperor Nicholas of Russia.
He was a delegate to the Democratic National
Convention at Buffalo in 1906 and is a member of the
following clubs: Union-Democratic, Brook, Press, New York
Yacht, Atlantic Yacht, Columbia Yacht, Ocean Yacht, Staten
Island Metropolitan, Army and Navy (Washington), J.
Rittenhouse (Philadelphia), Richmond County Country Club,
and Westchester County Country Club.
Mr. Nixon is now rebuilding the powder works on the
outskirts of Metuchen, employing about two hundred men in
construction and when complete it will be a big addition to
the industries of this section. He and his wife reside at
“Uplands” which is one of Metuchen’s many handsome
homes.
Independent Press, May 28, 1915.
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For the additional sixteen candidates put forth, as well as the list
of 'Clever Women,' visit the Historic Preservation Committee's
page on the Borough of Metuchen's website:
http://www.metuchennj.org
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